a Microsteamer
Steam delicious vegetable, main and side dishes in the microwave in under 15 minutes! Includes steamer/colander, footed base that can be used for serving, cover and recipes. Microwave-reheatable. 9 cup/2.1 L, 10 3/4 " x 27 cm.
967 Cosmos Black/Red $38.00

b Micro Pitcher Set
Microwave-safe pitchers for melting butter, chocolate, glazes and more. Standard and metric measurements. Stack to reduce splattering in the microwave. One two-piece pitcher. 1 cup/200 mL, 2-cup/500 mL.
816 Clear $27.00

Heat 'N Serve® Containers
Automatic vent allows steam to escape. Center hub eliminates over-heated edges and under-heated centers.

c Heat 'N Serve® Round Container 6 1/4 Cup/1.5 L
1182 Cosmos Black/Lipstick $24.00

d Heat 'N Serve® Oval Container 8 1/4 Cup/2 L
1187 Cosmos Black/Lipstick $27.00

e Heat 'N Serve® Square Round Container
5 Cup/1.2 L
1185 Cosmos Black/Lipstick $22.00

f Heat 'N Serve® Square Round Containers
2 Cup/475 mL Set of two.
1188 Cosmos Black/Lipstick $37.00

NOTE: Microwave-reheatable products are not intended for cooking. Typical reheating is at 50–70% power, depending on the wattage of your microwave. Check your owner’s manual for more information.
Prices do not include taxes.
Rounded design and footed bases promote even reheating while handles stay cool.

- **a** Vent 'N Serve™ Divided Dish  
  Plan ahead for fast and easy homemade meals.  
  4-cup/950 mL total capacity.  
  1140 Cosmos Black/Lipstick $31.00

- **b** Vent 'N Serve™ Mug  
  2 cup/500 mL.  
  1141 Cosmos Black/Lipstick $19.00

- **c** Vent 'N Serve™ Medium Shallow  
  2½ cup/600 mL.  2¼ x 5¼ x 7¼/6 x 14.5 x 19.5 cm.  
  1142 Cosmos Black/Lipstick $21.00

- **d** Vent 'N Serve™ Medium Deep  
  6½ cup/1.5 L.  4¼ x 5¼ x 7¼/11 x 14 x 19.5 cm.  
  1143 Cosmos Black/Lipstick $23.00

- **e** Vent 'N Serve™ Small Round Set  
  Set adds versatility to meal planning for smaller or individual portions. Includes 1½ cup/400 mL, 2½ cup/600 mL, 3½ cup/800 mL containers.  
  1144 Cosmos Black/Lipstick $49.50

**HOST SMART CHOICE**

- **f** Vent 'N Serve™ 5-Pc. Large Set  
  Includes two Medium Shallow, Medium Deep, Divided Dish and exclusive Large Deep, only available in set. $127.50 Value.  
  1145 Cosmos Black/Lipstick Only $117.50

**NOTE:** Microwave-reheatable products are not intended for cooking. Typical reheating is at 50–70% power, depending on the wattage of your microwave. Check your owner's manual for more information.

Silicone valve is virtually liquid tight, easy to open and close and can be removed for cleaning.

**Health**

Tupperware® products help you prepare, store and reheat healthy meals at home or on the go. Advance meal planning and storage in Tupperware® containers means your family can enjoy healthier eating options and less fast food.
heat & eat